Our memorable run to the “A-Cup” Championship started with a coaches meeting where we had a target
of looking at improving on last year’s record. Our focus was to emphasize the fundamentals and to teach
a good work ethic through organized practices that focused on teaching the basics. The most important
item to teach was teamwork. The greatest asset this team had was their willingness to work hard and be
pushed to the limit both physically and mentally.

At the start of training camp in May to our final game in the playoffs, our goal was to repeat as A-Cup
Champions. Last year’s A-Cup Championship was the first for the Bell Warriors since 1992, the inaugural
Tyke season, so defending it would not be an easy task. With 15 players returning from last year's team,
we thought we had a good chance to do just that. Once training camp and early season practices were
completed, we knew that with the talented new kids as part of the team we could compete for The
Championship.
The coaching staff all agreed that the fundamentals were the key to developing a complete team. During
each practice, we worked on tackling, blocking, conditioning and handling the ball for all players. We
asked a lot of players, to work hard, challenge themselves and listen to what the coaches were teaching.
We knew that if we did this, that this team had the talent to be successful.
The defensive coaches put together a defensive plan to use a contain scheme with little blitzing. The
scheme was gap contain, be responsible for your gaps, don’t get caught with misdirection and do your
job. The offensive coaches’ plan was to run 4 formations with 3 or 4 running backs all knowing multiple
positions. Since no one player is the focus, the defence for the other teams would have difficulty keying
on one player.
From our first game to our last game, A-Cup semi final, the boys played their hearts out. We fell short of
our goal but that by no means takes away from the effort of the team. Our defence was a force in all
games with excellent tackling and pressuring the ball. The offence scored at will in many games with very
good blocking while controlling the clock on many drives. Both sides of the ball had a great season, the
coaches are very proud of all the players.
We would like to thank all the parents and families for supporting our efforts this year. For entrusting your
boys to us so we can introduce and teach them this game we love. Football is the ultimate team sport in
that it relies on a commitment and a trust of your teammates. That kind of relationship, trust and friendship
is something that we hope the boys will carry forward with them forever and when they look back on their
Tyke years, we hope it is with the fondest memories. We hoped that all the boys enjoyed themselves and
look forward to them continuing next year in the Bell Warrior organization.

Warriors for life boys!

Coach Brian, Dan, Bas, Scott, Sean, Matt and Geoff
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2011 NCAFA TYKE FINAL STANDINGS
WEST

GP

W

L

T

PF PA PTS

NEPEAN REDSKINS

8

7

1

0

338 132

14

BELL WARRIORS

8

5

2

1

204

71

11

MYERS RIDERS

8

4

3

1

198 154

9

KANATA KNIGHTS

8

4

4

0

130 230

8

BEL-AIR LIONS

8

2

6

0

141 221

8

WEST CARLETON WOLVERINES

8

1

7

0

44 230

2

BROCKVILLE BUCCANNEERS

8

1

7

0

191 215

2

EAST

GP W

L

T

PF PA PTS

GLOUCESTER SOUTH RAIDERS

8

8

0

225

44

16

GATINEAU VIKINGS

8

7

1

198

84

14

CUMBERLAND PANTHERS

8

6

2

252 138

12

MEWS ORLEANS BENGALS

8

5

3

204 225

10

SOUTH OTTAWA MUSTANGS

8

2

6

147 250

4

NORTH GLOUCESTER GIANTS

8

2

6

90 152

4

CORNWALL WILDCATS

8

1

7

99 230

2

EAST OTTAWA GENERALS

8

0

8

54 232

0
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BELL WARRIORS TYKE 2011 SCHEDULE
PRE-SEASON
FRIDAY NIGHT TYKES:

BELL 3 WINS – 1 TIE

REGULAR SEASON
BELL WARRIORS

40

WEST CARLETON WOLVERINES

7

BELL WARRIORS

14

BROCKVILLE BUCCANEERS

7

BELL WARRIORS

6

MYERS RIDERS

6

BELL WARRIORS

25

KANATA KNIGHTS

0

BELL WARRIORS

37

BEL-AIR LIONS

7

BELL WARRIORS

45

SOUTH OTTAWA MUSTANGS

0

BELL WARRIORS

18

CUMBERLAND PANTHERS

19

BELL WARRIORS

19

NEPEAN REDSKINS

25

A - CUP QUARTER - FINALS
BELL WARRIORS

18

MEWS ORLEANS BENGALS

6

A - CUP SEMI - FINALS
BELL WARRIORS

14

CUMBERLAND PANTHERS

18

A - CUP FINALS
CUMBERLAND PANTHERS 46

4

GATINEAU VIKINGS

14

BELL WARRIORS 2011 TEAM ROSTER
OFFENCE
NUMBER

NAME

POSITION

BIRTHDATE

3

Jacob Smith

WR

May 2, 2002

5

Jacob Papalia

RB

November 15, 2001

7

Andrew Decarie

WB

May 16, 2002

13

Nolan Harris

QB

July 27, 2001

15

Quincy Telus

WR

June 13, 2001

17

Jake Miles

RB

May 30, 2001

23

Matia Raspopovic

OL

June 16, 2001

27

Dakarai Baskin

RB

April 4, 2003

37

Jordan Taylor

RB

April 23, 2002

43

Kahi Padamshi

OL

June 15, 2002

57

Adain Desmoreaux

OL

April 6, 2002

65

Thom Dulmage

OG

May 10, 2002

67

Derek Boudreau

OC

January 4, 2001

75

Jack Johnston

OT

November 18, 2001
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BELL WARRIORS 2011 TEAM ROSTER
DEFENCE
NUMBER

NAME

POSITION

BIRTHDATE

2

Nick Eisner

DB

November 15, 2001

4

Christian McElhinney

DB

December 1, 2001

14

Joshua Foster

OLB

September 30, 2002

22

Trey Smith

DE

September 21, 2001

24

Zackery Reid

MLB

May 2, 2002

26

Brady Brohman

OLB

July 20, 2002

32

Justin Carreau

S

February 6 , 2001

34

Max Johnston

OLB

June 18, 2002

36

Cameron Walsh

DB

October 13, 2001

44

Kyle Crabtree

MLB

November 24, 2001

64

John Gunn

DE

July 5, 2001

66

Logan Statham

NT

January 8, 2001

74

Trey O’Brien

DL

July 16, 2001
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BELL WARRIORS 2011 PLAYER PROFILES
DEFENCE
# 2 Nicholas "Little Nick" Eisner
Nick showed true heart on and off the field. He was always true to his position, and he
seldom missed a tackle. Nick showed no fear or intimidation when it came to hitting kids
twice his size. He was a pleasure to coach. Good luck next year in Mosquitos Nick!
# 4 Christian "Peanut" McElhinney
A first year player, Christian pleasantly surprised all the coaches after the first tackling drill
of the season.
He is very coachable, and listened intently to instructions and
adjustments from the coaches. He played very well for his first year. Good luck next year
at Mosquito.
# 14 Joshua “Happy Feet“ Foster
Josh was a bundle of energy who brought a great attitude to every practice and game. Josh
would fly around using his sure tackling skills to make tackles all over the field. Our best
rookie on defence will be a major force for the Tyke team next year at whatever position he
plays. I’m sure he hears the word “contain” in his sleep. In the end, he did. Thanks for all
your efforts. We will see you next year for another year at Tykes!
#22 Trey Smith “TNT” Smith
Trey has played 3 seasons as a Tyke. He started on the offence and came back to defence.
Trey played outside line backer and defensive end where he dominated his opponents. Trey
never backed down from a challenge. Trey was part of a great defensive line. He was able to
penetrate to get through many offence line players. We wish you the best in Mosquitos Trey!
# 24 Zack “Wheels” Reid
Zack joined us late after his successful Motorcross season. He was a quick study and always
seemed to get better every practice. Zack went from playing 4 plays to a starting position at
linebacker. To say he is coachable is an understatement. He had a great range and was a
hard hitter. Reid should be a cornerstone on defence next year and is a true pleasure to
coach.
# 26 Brady “How was that Coach” Brohman
This was Brady’s 1st year at Tyke. Brady literally changed before our eyes from the Spring
to the Fall. His fitness level, foot speed and football abilities improved throughout the year
going from a bubble kid to a starter. Brady also handled kick offs and was a pivotal figure in
us recovering many onside kicks. Brady worked hard each and every practice, the Tykes
are looking for big things from him next year. Thanks for a great season.
# 32 Justin "The Ghost" Carreau
A second year player, Justin showed his knowledge and passion for the game. Justin was always in
or close to the tackle. Justin had the ability to read the play almost before it developed. Justin was
always in a good mood and listened to coaching instructions. A season ending injury forced us to
readjust our style of defence. Justin was a pleasure to coach. Good luck next year at Mosquito.
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# 34 Max “Anywhere” Johnston
Max is a 2nd year Tyke. He bravely fought thru a painful injury early in the season. Max’s
ability to play any position, was an essential component for our defense. Max made our
defence better. He will be a force at whatever position he plays as a starter next year. He
was a true warrior and epitomized what a “team player” should be.
# 36 Cameron "Kamikaze" Walsh
A second year player, Cam always had a smile on his face. He's the only kid I remember
laughing, mid-flight, after being bowled off of his feet. That's when he earned his nickname!
He stepped up his play when it mattered most. He was always the first one to "chant on"
the offence. As a veteran defenseman, he was definitely a crazy man. We can never forget
Cam's creative thermal jammies for cold weather playoff games. Cam was pleasure to
coach. Good Luck in Mosquitos next year Cameron!
# 44 Kyle “The Hitman” Crabtree
Kyle has played for the Warriors for the past 2 season’s moving from defence to offence
back to defence. This year Kyle has played at a level that exceeded all expectations. He
gave a 110% at every practice and even more at all games. He had the insight to move
where ever the ball carrier was. Like a Hitman executed his “HIT” on his opponent. He was
a leader both on and off the field motivating his teammates. Good Luck at Mosquito Kyle!
# 64 John “The Machine” Gunn
John started this season playing as a defensive tackle and defensive end. He had a great
rookie year. John picked up the systems and played well. John show tremendous focus and
discipline which helped him learn the plays. We wish him the best as he moves up to
Mosquito next year.
# 66 Logan “Big Man” Statham
Logan is a 3rd year Tyke and one of our Defensive Captains. His intimidating presence was
the anchor on our D-line. Logan excelled all year and came up big in important games with
a blocked punt and convert attempts as well as being one of our top tacklers, even many
times after being double teamed. The ‘Big Man” fought off injuries this year and was always
there when he was needed. Good luck moving up to Mosquito.
# 74 Trey “The Hammer” O’Brien
Trey started this season on the offence and moved to the defence, where he played
defensive tackle and defensive end. Trey showed great strides in learning the defence. He
truly showed his Warrior spirit after our second game. He became an unstoppable defensive
end, getting many sacks and making some incredible stops. We will expect big things for
him next year as he returns for another year at tyke. See you next year Trey!
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BELL WARRIORS 2011 PLAYER PROFILES
OFFENCE
#3 Jacob “Energizer” Smith: This is Jacob’s first year and he played WR and some WB.
Jacob is a very instinctive runner; he has lots of moves and reads holes well. This was
evident in a very good TD run he made in one of our games. Jacob has plenty of potential;
he has good hands, a willingness to learn and lots of energy, which all votes well for more
involved role on Offence next year. We look forward to seeing him next year.
#5 Jacob “Snake” Papalia: Snake is a talented 3rd year Tyke who started on defence and
moved to Offense part way through the season. Snake's natural running ability, experience
and smarts made it easy for him to adapt to the offence. Snake had an immediate impact;
he played QB, TB, FB and SB, making the offence more dynamic by giving the coaches
more options for plays. His ability to make key hard runs and good blocks helped either win
some close games or break a game wide open. Snake is moving on next year and we know
that he will be successful at Mosquito.
#7 Andrew “Ninja” Decarie: This is Andrew’s second year and he played WR and FB. As
with most second year players, they learn how to play hard and this was the same for
Andrew. In the drills, he ran and blocked hard. In the games, we saw the same toughness;
his crack blocking freed many good runs by the ball carriers. We look forward to seeing him
come back with that same attitude next year, see you then Andrew!
#13 Nolan “Rifleman” Harris: This is Nolan’s last year at Tyke and he played QB. From
the first day of training camp, the coaches could see that he had a good accurate arm, a
good touch and good footwork, making it possible for passing plays. Even though he is our
QB, Nolan has a linebacker mentally. This was evident when right before the playoffs, he
started to suffer from severe shin splints. Nolan is a Warrior through and through because
it did not stop him from playing courageously in the playoffs. The coaches know that he will
be successful at the next Level. Good luck Nolan!
#15 Quincy "The Gazelle" Telus: This is Quincy’s last year at Tyke he was our starting
WB and also played some TB and WR. He has great speed, is the fastest player on the
team and blocks very well. Quincy is very bright; he understood the plays and his
assignments the first time. Quincy has plenty of potential with all that speed as we saw him
starting to us it later in the season, running with more aggressiveness. Quincy is a great kid;
he is moving to Mosquito next year, best of luck Quincy!
#17 Jake “Shifty” Miles: Jake is a talented 1st year player who was our starting TB and
backup QB for the first half of the season. From the first day of training camp I knew that
Jake would be one of our running backs. He is an excellent runner with very good speed,
very good vision and a natural cutback style, something that cannot be taught; it is a gift. He
is very attentive, very bright and up to any challenge presented to him, all of these will serve
him well as he continues to develop as a player. Best of luck at the next level Jake!
#23 Mattia “No Fear” Raspopovic: This is Mattia’s first year and he played LG. Mattia has
good speed and is fearless and playing LG got a chance to run the “Fumbleruski”. If he was
not happy with his performance in a drill, he would tell the coach what he did wrong without
the coach calling attention to it. He would then ask to go at it again, this time doing it better.
We look forward to seeing Mattia back next year so we can use that speed and toughness
somewhere else other than OL.
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#27 Dakarai “Bulldozer” Baskin: This is D’s first year, another 8 year old who played WB
and FB. Dakarai is very tough kid who always practiced hard. D is a strong straight ahead runner
with good vision and footwork. So the FB was a natural position for him. Once he learned what
was expected of him, his blocking at the point of contact and downfield was very good; so good
that he pancaked a few of the opposing team players. Dakarai has a lot of potential so with the
first year under his belt we look forward to seeing him again next year.
# 37 Jordan “Easy” Taylor: This is Jordan’s first year and he played SB and WR. Jordan
is a very quiet coachable kid. His very easy demeanour is misleading because once he is
put up against the bigger kids in practice, he is not afraid and his toughness shows. Jordan
has good speed and runs very instinctively with lots of shifty moves which earned him a TD
in one of our games. Jordan has a lot of talent and is back next year so he will have a bigger
role with one year under his belt. See you next year, Jordan
#43 Kahi “Doorman” Padmashi: This is Kahi’s second year and he switched from Defence
to Offence, RT. The offensive coaches are glad he did because he is very bright and
coachable. This is evident in how beautifully he played the position by the end of the season.
He opened many holes for the backs and stayed on his blocks as he was taught. Kahi is
back for another year, see you in the spring!
#57 Aiden “T-Rex” Desmoreaux: Aiden is another first year player, another 8 year old who
played RG. Aiden improved tremendously over the season. He became tougher, learned
his blocking assignments and always came to practice ready to work hard. At guard, Aiden
got the chance to run the “Fumbleruski”. Aiden is a great kid, very quiet and fearless. We
look forward to seeing him next year.
#65 Thomas “Tank” Dulmage: This is Tom’s second year and he played Center and LT. Tom
played these two positions interchangeable but when at center, Tom was used mainly for the
shotgun, which he executed perfectly. At LT, Tom was as solid as they get, either driving his
opponent back or making a nice hole for the ball carrier. There were many times that Tom played
banged up, he would only be out for one or two plays which the coaches really appreciated. Tom
was also our extra point kicker because he has a very strong leg. In the semi-final game, after a
failed attempt, he said, “I was really nervous”. Tom has another year at Tyke and we will start
earlier on the extra points so you can overcome the nervousness.
#67 Derek “Rock” Boudreau: This is Derek’s last year at Tyke and he played LT and
Center. He became the Center about a third of the way into the season because the
exchange between him and the QB was never fumbled. He did a great job with the exchange
then also picking up his blocks. Derek really improved this season, so much so that he not
only made his blocks against the DL, he also went to the second level after the LBs; beautiful
stuff. I know that Derek wanted to run the “Fumbleruski” but he was to valuable at C for us
to play him at G. Derek is moving to Mosquito next year and we wish him all the best.
#75 Jack “Hands” Johnston: This is Jack’s first year and he played LG and TE. It took
Jack the first part of the season to start to learn LG position but once he did, he played it
very strongly. Being the LG, Jack got a chance to run the “Fumbleruski” and scored extra
points a couple of times. Jack also has great hands. He caught whatever pass came his
way. Since Jack catches everything, we introduced a TE pass for the playoff run. Jack is
moving onto Mosquito next year, hopefully the coaches will use him as a TE. Good luck
Jack!
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2011 BELL WARRIORS TYKE COACHES AND STAFF
BRIAN PATTERSON
DAN CRABTREE
BASIL BOWEN
SCOTT STATHAM
GEOFF FORSYTH
SEAN BENJAMIN
MATT VALOIS
KAREN BENJAMIN
JODI STATHAM

HEAD COACH
Defensive Coordinator
Offensive Coordinator
Defensive Coach
Defensive Coach/Trainer
Offensive Coach
Offensive Coach
Trainer
Team Manager

BELL WARRIORS CONTACT INFO:
Club President:

Jim Wagdin, P.O. Box 539, Richmond, K0A 2Z0
Telephone: (613) 838-5483
Email: jimwagdin@smartsmurf.ca

Website:

www.bellwarriors.ca

Team Photographer:

Wanda Keenan
Web: www.keenansportsphotography.com

Program Printing:
14 Concourse Gate, Suite 400, Ottawa
Telephone: (613) 288-2885
Web: www.missionstream.ca

Thank You Everyone!
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